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NZ dollar depreciation predicted, FX options usage evolving 
 The ASB Kiwi Dollar Barometer tracks exporters’, importers’ and importer/exporters’ exposures to foreign exchange risk, 
through surveying businesses with annual turnover of at least NZ$1 million. The Barometer also surveys businesses’ 
expectations for the NZD/USD and businesses’ hedging plans for managing foreign exchange risk, as well as special questions 
on topical issues in the FX markets. 

• The NZD/USD is expected by businesses trading internationally to be just below $0.69 in twelve months. 

• Exporters expect to see a large drop in FX exposure over 12 months, but this is more than offset by importers. 

• FX options are attracting a greater percentage of FX transactions compared to two years ago. 

Key “take-outs” from the ASB Kiwi Dollar Barometer:  
The special questions focused on hedging using FX options, a repeat of those asked in Q3 2014. FX options now attract a 
greater percentage of hedging transactions, but there have been changes between firm sizes groups.  Firms with a 
turnover of $30-150m have seen a greater percentage of total transactions allocated to options vs. two years ago.  This is 
counterbalanced with a small drop in the percentage of firms which have options facilities in place and are using them.  
The $150m+ turnover group shows the converse, with the total allocated to options declining, but the percentage of firms 
increasing.  The main reasons for not using options remains high premiums, followed by a lack of product knowledge. 

  
NZD expected to depreciate 
The NZD has continued to appreciate since the last Barometer (Chart 1), 
despite speculation the RBNZ would cut the OCR again (it did on August 
11).  Even so, a delay in US rate hikes supported the NZD/USD and 
offshore rate cuts continue to make the NZD attractive.  This resilience 
could be one of the drivers for the lift in forecasts by respondents.  The 
December 2016 estimate is up to 0.7130 from 0.6660.  Despite the lift, 
respondents still look for the NZD to depreciate in the next 12 months and 
the latest ASB Kiwi Dollar Barometer shows businesses are, on average, 
looking for NZD/USD to depreciate to 0.6870 over the next 12 months.  

Importers remain the most optimistic on the NZD, with exporters at the 
other end.  Given the different needs of the various firms, this contrast is 
no surprise and frequently occurs in this survey. Splitting by firm size 
shows the $1-30m group is the most optimistic, with the $30-150m 
segment the least upbeat on the NZD. 

The latest ASB forecasts were revised in the wake of the UK’s vote to leave 
the EU, in late June.  The NZD has held up better than we anticipated after 
that climactic event.  Even so, the long-term outlook, for NZD/USD to sit 
around 0.72 in 12 months’ time, still holds.  This despite the outlook for a 
lower OCR in New Zealand and hikes from the US Federal Reserve.   

The changing face of FX options 
This edition of the Barometer focuses on FX options.  The data again 
suggest evolution in FX hedging.  When aggregated across all firms, the 
majority have now looked into using options, albeit only just, at 50.7%. 
35.7% of all firms have investigated using options, but actively decided 
against it.  Of those remaining, 11.2% have facilities in place and are using 
them, up from 7.7% 2 years ago.  The main reason for not using options 
remains one of cost, cited by just under half of respondents.  Some way 
back is a lack of understanding at 15.7%, but that is down from 19.0% two 
years ago.  The accounting treatment for options is considered to be the 
main reason by 14.0%, similar to in 2014. 
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$30-150m: More options flow, but fewer firms 
The most popular method of hedging for these firms (and all firms, too) 
remains FX forwards at 66.1% of all transactions (see Table 1).  However, 
options are now 2nd for the $30-150m firms, at 16.8%, pushing spot FX 
into 3rd (Chart 3).  This links with findings in June’s Barometer, with firms 
in the $30-150m bracket relying less on the timing of FX flows as a driver 
of transactions, with discretionary decision-making now the main driver.  
That move away from cash flow-driven transaction timing ties up well 
with the drop in spot FX being used. 

Conversely, the percentage of firms using options fell.  This suggests 
those which use options are using them more, but the number of firms 
using options is declining.  On the other hand, the proportion of those 
firms which have not investigated using options dropped, while there 
was a shift higher in those which have looked at options, but decided not 
to use them.   

The main reason for not using options remains cost, with 64.8% citing 
premiums as being too high (up from 64.2%) (Chart 4).  However, those 
saying they lack product understanding fell to just 1.6%, indicating a big 
lift in education/training.  Nevertheless, the accounting treatment for FX 
options remains an issue with 16.8% of respondents saying the 
accounting is too difficult. 

$150m+: Steady flow, but more firms engaging 
The $150m+ group have seen a steady share of FX options flow.  
Forwards are again the most popular form of hedging, at 84.1%. 

Hedging attitudes have shifted more radically than use.  All firms 
surveyed had investigated options. In contrast, two years ago 11.5% of 
firms had not (Chart 5). Those which investigated and actively decided 
not to use options is also down. There has been a big jump in firms with 
options facilities in place and using them, to 26.0% vs. 11.5%.  

The percentage of businesses that have looked at options has increased, 
and options use has more than doubled.  Despite firms using more 
options, the percentage of transactions has declined. 

Of those $150m+ firms which have decided not to use options (69.1%), 
the main driver was, like the smaller firms, cost (Chart 4).  However, cost 
was slightly less pressing compared to the other groups, with only 55.3% 
of firms surveyed citing it, compared to the 64.8% of $30-150m firms.  
The next most cited reason was that of no perceived benefit of using FX 
options, at 17.6%, up from 12.4%.  Accounting treatment is also an issue 
for this group, but less so than 2 years ago. 

Table 1 
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FX transaction allocation Q3 2014 Q3 2016 Q3 2014 Q3 2016 Q3 2014 Q3 2016 Q3 2014 Q3 2016
Forward FX 66.1 68.6 83.6 84.1 46.0 45.2 63.6 64.1
FX Options 14.9 16.8 13.8 13.5 6.3 6.0 11.4 11.7

Position on options hedging
Not investigated 49.6 47.5 11.5 - 90.6 87.8 53.6 49.3
Investigated, actively decided not to use 35.5 41.1 72.5 69.1 4.7 6.1 35.0 35.7
Facilities in place and using 9.9 7.8 11.5 26.0 2.7 3.0 7.7 11.2

Main reason for not using options
Premiums too high 64.2 64.8 53.6 55.3 30.0 33.8 47.9 49.5
Lack of understanding 10.0 1.6 - - 40.0 35.7 19.0 15.7
No perceived benefit 3.3 0.8 12.4 17.6 11.4 13.0 9.0 9.9
Accounting too difficult 8.3 16.8 15.5 11.8 16.4 13.0 13.5 14.0

$30-150m $150m+ $1-30m Overall
KEY STATISTICS
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Overall, the larger firms appear to be slightly more open to using options 
as a hedging device, but overall attitudes and volumes have not seen a 
major change over the last 2 years.  For such a change to occur options 
may have to get a lot cheaper, while a major market-moving event could 
highlight the potential benefits of the product. 

$1-30m: Business as usual 
Options usage for the smaller segment has been fairly static over the last 
two years, around 6% of transactions.  There has been a very slight 
increase in firms looking at options, but 87.8% have still refrained from 
investigating (Chart 5).  The main reason for not using options is a lack of 
product knowledge, at 35.7%, but down from 40%.  Cost is an issue for 
33.8% of firms, up from 30.0%.  Accounting treatment remains a barrier, 
with 13.0% picking that as the main reason for not using them.  

When splitting by turnover, it is no surprise to see larger firms use FX 
options more.  However, snapshots from ASB Barometers indicate the 
middle segment is gradually becoming more educated and sophisticated. 

Exporters vs importers 

There is a marked difference between importers, exporters and 
importer/exporters. All favour FX forwards (the percentage of 
transactions allocated is 71%, 50% and 67%, respectively). FX options are 
the less-used hedging device at 9%, 12% and 16%. The results are all 
similar to 2 years ago.  While volumes have not moved much, more firms 
have facilities in place and are using them. This applies to all three 
groups, but exporters have seen the biggest shift, with 12.9% now using 
options (Chart 6), up from 8.1% prior.  All three groups have also seen a 
decline in the percentage of firms which have not investigated using 
options.  

For all firms, the main barrier to options use is the premium.  For 
importers though that is of less importance (35.2%) than the other two 
groups (57.6% and 64.1%) (Chart 7).  That mirrors the results from 2 
years ago.  For importers, a relatively significant barrier remaining is a 
lack of product knowledge at 30.9%.  That is some way above exporters 
and importers/exporters, but down from 37.0% previously.   

FX hedging plans over the next 3 months 
Hedging intentions increased marginally, to 82.5% from 82.2% last time 
out and 81.8% in Q1.  The percentage of activity to be hedged is now at 
its highest level for 2 years, but within that exporters are actually 
expecting to hedge slightly less, down to 59.5% from 60.9%.  Given 
exporters are expecting the currency to fall by more than the other 
groups, this is no great surprise.  It also suggests that, at the margin, 
decisions are rate sensitive.  There is a corresponding increase in 
importers hedging to reduce their risk exposures, to 88.2% from 86.6%, 
another 2-year high.  When cutting by firm size, again the general trend 
of the bigger the firm, the more likely to hedge, is reaffirmed. 

FX turnover for the next year 
A greater level of exposure to FX is expected in the next 12 months, up to 
76.4% vs 73.8% last quarter, a high since Q2 2015.  Importers and 
importer/exporters expect to see more FX over the next 12 months, with 
72% of importers expecting FX turnover to rise over the next 12 months, 
up from 66.7% prior. Exporters are going the other way, down to 75.0% 
from 76.5%. When cutting the same data by firm size, the $1-30m group 
is looking for the largest lift, followed by $30-150m.   

The average size of the increase in FX exposure was more or less steady.  
Within that $1-30m firms predict a rise of 3.1%, up from 1.9% last time.  
The other two groups expect to see a 0.5%pt drop each, to 6.3% and 
7.0%, respectively.  
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About the Kiwi Dollar Barometer 
The ASB Kiwi Dollar Barometer is prepared every three months based on a survey conducted by East & Partners. East & 
Partners is a market research and advisory firm. For the latest edition of the ASB Kiwi Dollar Barometer, East & Partners 
interviewed 428 businesses turning over at least NZ$1 million per year. Research fieldwork was conducted over a three week 
period ending 01 August 2016.  Over this period the NZD traded between 0.6955 and 0.7325.   Businesses were asked a range 
of questions about their exposure to and views about the NZD. The Charts provide information on the survey sample. 
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The specific questions asked were: 
1. What approximate NZD/USD exchange rate level do you expect to see in: End December 2016? End March 2017? 

End June 2017? End September 2017? 
2. What percentage of your FX exposures are you planning to hedge in the next 3 months? 
3. Relative to the last 12 months, over the next 12 months by how much do you forecast your FX turnover to change? 
4. What proportion of FX transactions are you currently allocating to each of the following?  

Spot FX / Forward FX / FX Options? 
5. What answer best summarises your business’s position on hedging with options?  

Have not investigated using options / Have investigated using options and actively decided not to use / Have 
facilities in place with providers but not currently using / Have facilities in place with providers and are using 
them / Other 

6. If you do not use options, what is the main reason for doing so? 
Preference for zero cost strategies / Option premiums are too high / Treasury policy prevents us from using 
options / Lack of product understanding / No perceived benefit to the business / Accounting too difficult / Other 
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We 
are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that 
any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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